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Summary. — LHCb found hints for physics beyond the standard model in
B → K∗μ+μ−, B → K∗μ+μ−/B → K∗e+e− and Bs → φμ+μ−. In addition,

the BABAR results for B → D(∗)τν and the CMS excess in h → τ±μ∓ also point
towards lepton flavour (universality) violating new physics. While B → D(∗)τν and
h → τ±μ∓ can be naturally explained by an extended Higgs sector, the probably
most promising explanation for the b → sμμ anomalies is a Z′ boson. Furthermore,
combining a 2HDM with a gauged Lμ − Lτ symmetry allows for explaining the
b → sμ+μ− anomalies and h → τ±μ∓ simultaneously, with interesting correlations
to τ → 3μ. In the light of these deviations from the SM we also discuss the pos-
sibilities of observing lepton flavour violating B decays (e.g. B → K(∗)τ±μ∓ and
Bs → τ±μ∓) in Z′ models.

PACS 11.30.Hv – Flavor symmetries.
PACS 12.60.Cn – Extensions of electroweak gauge sector.
PACS 12.60.Fr – Extensions of electroweak Higgs sector.
PACS 13.25.Hw – Decays of bottom mesons.

1. – Introduction

With the discovery of the Brout-Englert-Higgs boson [1] the LHC completed the
standard model (SM) of particle physics. While no new particles have been discovered
at the LHC so far, some “hints” for indirect effect of new physics (NP) in the flavor
sector appeared: B → K∗μ+μ−, Bs → φμ+μ−, R(K) = B → Kμ+μ−/B → Ke+e−,
B → D(∗)τν and h → μτ deviate from the SM predictions by 2−3σ, each. While for the
first three anomalies only quark flavour must be violated by NP, the last three processes
require the violation on lepton flavour (universality).

1.1. Experimental hints for NP in the flavour sector . – LHCb reported deviations
from the SM predictions [2] (mainly in an angular observable called P ′

5 [3]) in B →
K∗μ+μ− [4, 5] with a significance of 2–3σ depending on the assumptions of hadronic
uncertainties [6-8]. Also in the decay Bs → φμ+μ− [9] LHCb uncovered differences
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compared to the SM prediction from lattice QCD [10, 11] of 3.1σ [7]. Furthermore,
LHCb [12] found indications for the violation of lepton flavour universality in

R(K) = Br[B → Kμ+μ−]/Br[B → Ke+e−] = 0.745+0.090
−0.074 ± 0.036,(1)

in the range 1GeV2 < q2 < 6GeV2 which disagrees with the theoretically clean SM
prediction RSM

K = 1.0003 ± 0.0001 [13] by 2.6σ. Combining these anomalies with all
other observables for b → sμ+μ− transitions, it is found that a scenario with NP in Cμμ

9

only is preferred compared to the SM by 4.3σ [14].
CMS recently also searched for the decay h → τμ [15] finding a non-zero result of

Br[h → μτ ] =
(
0.89+0.40

−0.37

)
which disagrees by about 2.4σ from 0, i.e. from the SM value.

Hints for lepton flavour universality violating (LFUV) NP also comes from the
BABAR collaboration who performed an analysis of the semileptonic B decays B →
D(∗)τν [16]. They find for the ratios R(D(∗)) = Br(B → D(∗)τν)/Br(B → D(∗)�ν):

R(D) = 0.440 ± 0.058 ± 0.042, R(D∗) = 0.332 ± 0.024 ± 0.018.(2)

Here the first error is statistical and the second one is systematic. Comparing these
measurements to the SM predictions

RSM(D) = 0.297 ± 0.017, RSM(D∗) = 0.252 ± 0.003,(3)

we see that there is a discrepancy of 2.2σ for R(D) and 2.7σ for R(D∗) and combining
them gives a 3.4σ deviation from the SM [16]. Due to the heavy tau lepton in the final
state, these decays are sensitive to charged Higgses [17].

2. – New physics explanations

In this section we review NP models which can explain the deviations from the SM
discussed in the last section with focus on models with a Z ′ boson and/or additional
Higgs doublets.

2.1. Tauonic B decays. – While a 2HDM of type II (like the MSSM at tree-level)
cannot explain the deviations from the SM in tauonic B decays (due to the necessarily
destructive interference) without violating bounds from other observables [18] (see left
plot in fig. 1). However, a 2HDM with generic Yukawa coupling (i.e. type III) and
large flavour violation in the up-sector can account for B → Dτν and B → D∗τν
simultaneously, respecting the constraints from all other observables [19]. For getting
the desired effect in B → D(∗)τν, in addition to the parameters already present in
the standard type II model (tanβ and the heavy Higgs mass mH), only one addition
free parameter (εu

32), coupling left-handed top quarks to right-handed charm quarks, is
necessary (see right plot in fig. 1).

2.2. Anomalies in b → sμμ. – A rather large contribution to operator (sγαPLb)(μγαμ),
as required by the model independent fit [14], can be achieved in models containing a
heavy Z ′ gauge boson [21,22]. If one aims at explaining also R(K), a contributing to Cμμ

9
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Fig. 1. – Left: Updated constraints on the 2HDM of type-II parameter space. The regions
compatible with experiment are shown (the regions are superimposed on each other): b → sγ
(yellow) [20], B → Dτν (green), B → τν (red), Bs → μ+μ− (orange), K → μν/π → μν
(blue) and B → D∗τν (black). Note that no region in parameter space is compatible with all
processes since explaining B → D∗τν would require very small Higgs masses and large values
of tan β which is not compatible with the other observables. To obtain this plot, we added
the theoretical uncertainty of the SM linearly on the top of the 2 σ experimental error. Right:
Allowed regions in the complex εu

32-plane from R(D) (blue) and R(D∗) (yellow) for tan β = 40
and mH = 800 GeV.

involving muons, but not to Cee
9 with electrons is necessary [23-25]. This is naturally the

case in models with gauged muon minus tauon number (Lμ − Lτ ) [22,26,27](1).
In these Z ′ model the couplings to quarks can be written generically as

L ∪ g′
(
d̄iγ

μPLdjZ
′
μΓdL

ij + d̄iγ
μPRdjZ

′
μΓdR

ij

)
.(4)

where g′ is the new U ′(1) gauge coupling constant. Unavoidable contributions to Bs−Bs

are generated which constrain the coupling to muons to be much larger than the one
to s̄b. In the left plot in fig. 2 the regions in the ΓL

sb-Γ
R
sb plane are shown which are in

agreement with Bs-Bs mixing and comply with b → sμ+μ− data within 2σ. Note that
in the symmetry limit ΓR

sb = 0, Bs-Bs mixing puts a upper bound on ΓL
sb.

2.3. h → τμ. – LFV SM Higgs couplings are induced by a single operator up to
dim-6. Considering only this operator Br[h → μτ ] can be up to 10% [29]. However, it
is in general difficult to get dominant contributions to this operator in a UV complete
model, as for example in models with vector-like leptons [30]. Therefore, among the
several attempts to explain this h → μτ observation [31], most of them are relying on
models with extended Higgs sectors. One particularly elegant solution employs a two-
Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) with gauged Lμ − Lτ [32].

(1) Z′ bosons with the desired couplings can also be obtained in models with extra dimen-
sions [28].
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Fig. 2. – Left: Allowed regions in the ΓL
sb/MZ′ − ΓR

sb/MZ′ plane for g′ = 1 from Bs-Bs mixing

(blue), and from the Cμμ
9 −C

(′)μμ
9 fit of ref. [7] to b → sμ+μ− data, with ΓV

μμ = ±1 (red), ΓV
μμ =

±0.5 (orange) and ΓV
μμ = ±0.3 (yellow). Note that the allowed regions with positive (negative)

ΓL
sb correspond to positive (negative) ΓV

μμ. Right: Allowed regions in the ΓdL
23 –mZ′/g′ plane

from b → sμ+μ− data (yellow) and Bs mixing (blue). For Bs mixing (light) blue corresponds
to (mQ = 15mZ′/g′) mQ = mZ′/g′. The horizontal lines denote the lower bounds on mZ′/g′

from τ → 3μ for sin(θR) = 0.05, 0.02, 0.005. The gray region is excluded by NTP.

3. – Simultaneous explanation of b → sμμ and h → τμ and predictions for
τ → 3μ

In [26, 27] two models with gauged Lμ − Lτ symmetry were presented which can be
explain h → τμ simultaneously with the anomalies in b → sμμ data (including R(K))
giving rise to interesting correlated effects in τ → 3μ. While in both models the Z ′

couplings to leptons originate from a gauged Lμ − Lτ symmetry, the coupling to quarks
is either generated effectively with heavy lepto-quarks charged under Lμ −Lτ or directly
by assigning horizontal changes to baryons(2).

3.1. 2 Higgs doublets with vector-like quarks. – Here the model is 2HDM with a
gauged U(1)Lμ−Lτ

symmetry [32]. The Lμ − Lτ symmetry is broken spontaneously by
the vacuum expectation value of a scalar Φ (beeing singlet under the SM gauge group)
with QΦ

Lμ−Lτ
= 1, leading to the Z ′ mass mZ′ =

√
2g′〈Φ〉 ≡ g′vΦ. Two Higgs doublets

are introduced which break the electroweak symmetry: Ψ1 with QΨ1
Lμ−Lτ

= −2 and Ψ2

with QΨ2
Lμ−Lτ

= 0. Therefore, Ψ2 gives masses to quarks and leptons while Ψ1 couples
only off-diagonally to τμ:

LY ⊃ −�fY �
i δfiΨ2ei − ξτμ�3Ψ1e2 − QfY u

fiΨ̃2ui − QfY d
fiΨ2di + h.c.(5)

Here Q (�) is the left-handed quark (lepton) doublet, u (e) is the right-handed up-quark
(charged-lepton) and d the right-handed down quark while i and f label the three gen-
erations. The scalar potential is the one of a U(1)-invariant 2HDM [33] with additional

(2) For pioneering work on horizontal U(1) gauge symmetries see ref. [35].
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couplings to the SM-singlet Φ. We defined as usual tan β = 〈Ψ2〉/〈Ψ1〉 and α is the mix-
ing angle between the neutral CP-even components of Ψ1 and Ψ2 (see for example [33]).
Therefore, quarks and gauge bosons have standard type-I 2HDM couplings to the scalars.
The only deviations from the type-I model are in the lepton sector: while the Yukawa
couplings Y �

i δfi of Ψ2 are forced to be diagonal by the Lμ − Lτ symmetry, ξτμ gives rise
to an off-diagonal entry in the lepton mass matrix:

m�
fi =

v√
2

⎛
⎜⎝

ye sin β 0 0

0 yμ sin β 0

0 ξτμ cos β yτ sinβ

⎞
⎟⎠ .(6)

It is this τ–μ element that leads to the LFV couplings of h and Z ′. The mass basis for
the charged leptons is obtained by rotations of (μR, τR) and (μL, τL) with the angles θR

and θL. A non-vanishing angle θR not only gives rise to the LFV decay h → μτ due to
the coupling

mτ

v

cos(α − β)
cos(β) sin(β)

sin(θR) cos(θR)τ̄PRμh ≡ Γh
τμτ̄PRμh,(7)

in the Lagrangian, but also leads to off-diagonal Z ′ couplings to right-handed leptons

g′Z ′
ν (μ, τ)

(
cos 2θR sin 2θR

sin 2θR − cos 2θR

)
γνPR

(
μ

τ

)
,(8)

while the left-handed couplings are to a good approximation flavour conserving. In order
to explain the observed anomalies in the B meson decays, a coupling of the Z ′ to quarks
is required as well, not inherently part of Lμ − Lτ models (aside from the kinetic Z-Z ′

mixing, which is assumed to be small). Following ref. [22], effective couplings of quarks
to the Z ′ are generated by heavy vector-like quarks [34] charged under Lμ − Lτ . As a
result, the couplings of the Z ′ to quarks are in principle free parameters. In the limit
of decoupled vector-like quarks with the quantum numbers of right-handed quarks, only
C9 is generated, giving a very good fit to data. The results are shown in the right
plot of fig. 2 depicting that for small values of ΓL

sb and θR, b → sμ+μ− data can be
explained without violating bounds from Bs-Bs mixing or τ → 3μ. In the left plot of
fig. 3 the correlations of b → sμ+μ− and h → τμ with τ → 3μ are shown, depiciting
that consistency with τ → 3μ requires large values of tan β (not beeing in conflict with
any data as the decoupling limit is a type I model) and future searches for τ → 3μ are
promising to yield positive results.

3.2. Horizontal charges for quarks. – In order to avoid the introduction of vector-like
quarks, one can introduce flavour-dependent charges to quarks as well [27]. Here, the
first two generations should have the same charges in order to avoid very large effects
in K–K or D-D mixing, generated otherwise unavoidably due to the breaking of the
symmetry necessary to generate the measured Cabibbo angle of the CKM matrix. If we
require in addition the absence of anomalies, we arrive at the following charge assignment
for baryons Q′(B) = (−a, −a, 2a). Here a ∈ Q is a free parameter of the model with
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Fig. 3. – Left: Allowed regions in the mZ′/g′– sin(θR) plane: the horizontal stripes correspond to
h → μτ (1σ) for tan β = 85, 50, 25 and cos(α−β) = 0.2, (light) blue stands for (future) τ → 3μ
limits at 90% C.L. The gray regions are excluded by NTP or Bs-Bs mixing in combination with
the 1 σ range for C9. Right: Limits on qq → Z′ → μμ from ATLAS [36] (black, allowed region
down right) and the 2σ limits on Cμμ

9 to accommodate b → sμ+μ− data (red, allowed regions
inside the cone). Solid (dashed) lines are for a = 1/2 (a = 1/3). For a = 1/2, the green shaded
region is allowed (similar for a = 1/3 using the dashed bounds).

important phenomenological implications. In this model, at least one additional Higgs
doublet which breaks the flavour symmetry in the quark sector is required, and one more
is needed if one attempts to explain h → τμ. In case the mixing among the doublets is
small, the correlations among h → τμ, b → sμ+μ− and τ → 3μ are the same is in the
model with vector-like quarks discussed in the last subsection and shown in the left plot
of fig. 3.

The low-energy phenomenology is rather similar to the one of the model with vector
like quarks considered in the last section, but the contributions to Bs-Bs mixing are
directly correlated to Bd-Bd and K-K mixing as all flavour violation is due to CKM
factor. However, concerning direct LHC searches, the implications are very different, as
the Z ′ boson can be directly produced on-shell as a resonance in pp̄ collisions since it
couples to quarks of the first generation. The resulting strong bounds are shown in right
plot of fig. 3 where they are compared to the allowed regions from Bs-Bs mixing and
b → sμ+μ− data for different values of a.

3.3. Lepton flavour violating B decays. – As lepton flavour universality is violated
in R(K) and B → D(∗)τν, and h → τμ even violates lepton flavour, it is interesting to
examine the possibility of observing lepton flavour violating B decays [37]. Here we review
B → K(∗)τ±μ∓ and Bs → τ±μ∓ in Z ′ models with generic couplings to fermions [38].
While in the UV complete model of refs. [26,27] the branching ratios for LFV B decays
are tiny, in general these processes are proportional to ΓμτΓsb and can be large in the
presence of sizable flavour violation in the quark and in the lepton sector. As we can
see from the left plot in fig. 2, ΓL

sb can only be large if there are cancellations originating
from ΓR

sb having the same sign but being much smaller. Therefore, the branching ratios
for LFV B decays are bounded by fine tuning together with τ → 3μ and τ → μνν
limiting Γμτ . As a result, we find in a scenario in which NP contributions to C��′

9 only
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are generated

Br
[
B → K(∗)τ±μ∓

]
≤ 2.2(4.4) × 10−8(1 + XBs

),(9)

Br
[
Bs → τ±μ∓]

≤ 4.3 × 10−8(1 + XBs
),(10)

where XBs
measures the degree of fine tuning in the Bs system. Note that these limits

are obtained for Γμμ = 0 (which corresponds to Cμμ
9 = 0) and are even stronger for

non-vanishing values of Γμμ. For μe final states the possible branching ratios are much
smaller due to the stringent constraints from μ → eγ and μ → eνν.

4. – Conclusion

In these proceedings we reviewed the impact of the indirect hint for physics beyond
the SM in the flavour sector obtained by BABAR, LHCb and CMS on models of NP
with focus on models with Z ′ bosons and/or additional Higgs doublets. While a prime
candidate for the explanation of the anomalous b → sμ+μ− data is a Z ′ boson, h → τμ
as well as B → D(∗)τν can be most naturally explained by an extended scalar sector.
Interestingly, models with gauged Lμ − Lτ can explain b → sμ+μ− data and h → τμ
simultaneously, predicting sizable branching ratios of τ → 3μ, potentially observable in
future experiments. While the UV complete models [26,27] predict tiny branching ratios
for LFV B decays, these decays can have sizable branching fractions for τμ final states
in generic Z ′ models in the presence of significant fine-tuning in the Bs-Bs system.
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